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Abstract. Expected goal models (xG) are of great importance as they
are the most accurate predictor of future performance of teams and play-
ers in the world of soccer. This metric can be modeled by machine
learning, and the models developed consider an increasing number of
attributes, which increases the cost of learning it. The use of xG is not
widespread in handball, so the question of learning it for this sport arose,
in particular which attributes are relevant for learning. Here, we used a
wrapper approach to determine these relevant attributes and guide teams
through the data collection stage.
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1 Introduction

Expected goal (xG)3 models are important as accurate predictors of future team
and player performance. At team level, these models are better at predicting
performance than current goal difference or number of shots, such as the Total
Shot Ratio (TSR) 4.

Models of xG are commonly used for soccer and hockey [34]. Here we consid-
ered their use for handball, which is absent from the literature. Our study also
attempted to clarify what types of data are required for the design of a robust
xG model for handball. For example, can we be satisfied with analyzing player
positions alone, or do we need to take account of match events (passing, fouls,
shooting)? Taking each type of information into account represents a cost that
needs to be considered: budgets and resources vary from one sport to another,
and even from one team to another within the same sport. Depending on the
available budget, data acquisition technologies will provide rich, comprehensive
data, or poor, summary data.

We are therefore interested here in whether a dataset must necessarily be rich
to obtain relevant xG values, and how this impacts its learning cost. Indeed, data
availability affects the ability to learn good models of xG [29]. In the search for
young talent, a minor league team has very little data, so it’s interesting to define

3 https://www.statsperform.com/opta-analytics/
4 https://www.scisports.com/total-shots-ratio/
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an approach that allows us to judge the quality of the xG with summary data,
so as not to miss out on the next recruit.

To answer the question of the relevance of the attributes needed to calculate
xG, we used machine learning techniques in this article. These techniques make
it possible to establish a model of the xG and the conditions for calculating
this model. Calculation performance (accuracy, convergence speed) indicates the
relevance of the attributes used: if the attribute improves learning quality, then
it is relevant to consider it. This approach is called wrapper [20].

2 State of the art

2.1 The xG metric

In collective ball sports, goals are the most important events. Depending on the
sport, these goal events may occur rarely, as in soccer, where goal events have a
low probability of occurrence during a match [37]. Analysts therefore prefer to
focus their attention on shots, which are more numerous than goals. This has
led to the creation of measures such as the Total Shot Ratio or TSR [21], which
evaluates the dominance of teams based on their share of shots in matches. The
limitation of TSR, however, is that it does not take into account the quality of
a shot. For example, a shot on goal without a goalkeeper has the same value as
a shot from midfield defended by an entire team.

With the democratization of data analysis, several derivatives of this measure
were created. Shot differential, Fenwick 5 differential (shot differential between
teams) and Corsi 6 differential (which considers shots on target and blocked
shots differently) have become popular for analyzing the performance of hockey
teams and players [23]. These statistics were chosen because each has proven to
be a very good indicator of performance at team level.

As not all shots are equal, a method is needed to measure the quality of a
given shot or series of shots, and this is how the xG models were developed. xG
is a statistical metric based on the shooter’s position to calculate a probability
of turning a shot into a goal. However, in sports where goal events occur most
frequently, such as handball, which has around 40 goals per match for two and
a half times as many shots, xG models are not used.

Historically, xG models were introduced to soccer in 2012 by Sam Green
for statistics site Opta7. In soccer, the company StatsBomb8 provides one of
the most recognized xG9 calculation services. StatsBomb uses this metric10 in a
variety of ways. In soccer circles, it is a benchmark calculation method on a par
with that provided by Opta.

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fenwick (statistic)
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corsi (statistic)
7 https://www.statsperform.com/opta/
8 https://statsbomb.com/
9 https://statsbomb.com/soccer-metrics/expected-goals-xg-explained/

10 https://statsbomb.com/what-we-do/soccer-data/

https://statsbomb.com/
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Models for predicting the probability of a shot turning into a goal are based
on a history of similar shots. For example, for ten shots at a position, if seven are
turned into goals, then the xG value for the position will be 0.7. These models
can consider a wide variety of attributes, giving varied information, in order to
predict the xG value of a particular shot. StatsBomb and Opta use up to 35
attributes, each advancing an xG value closer to reality. These models share a
base of attributes that include the angle or distance of the shot in relation to the
goal, the position of the goalkeeper, the number of defenders exerting pressure
on the shooter [16,39,25,15,9,6]. In general, the addition of new attributes does
not seem to improve the quality of xG models, but may be relevant for certain
isolated cases.

While the xG metric indicates the most favorable positions for scoring a goal,
it does not provide information on the quality of a shot: a shot with a high xG
value may be stopped by the goalkeeper, the mechanics of the shot may be poor,
or it may go out of frame. xG gives an indication of the position in which a player
should place himself to take the shot, in order to increase his chances of turning
it into a goal.

2.2 Use of xG

In the literature, xG can be used in several ways. Comparing the value of xG to
the number of goals scored can indicate a player’s scoring ability or luck. A player
who regularly scores more goals than his total xG probably has above-average
shooting/finishing ability [1].

xG models are used for a variety of reasons: predicting match scores [38,40],
measuring scoring efficiency by estimating goal expectancy [30], judging the
efficiency of soccer shots [28] or assessing the quality of positioning without
the ball, preceding shots that may lead to goals [34]. The uses of the xG value
are numerous and can be adapted to measure other qualities, such as passing,
possession, etc.[41,26,24].

xG is also a collective performance attribute, as the model calculates the
shooting situations that a team could have converted into a goal (xGinflicted) as
well as the chances that could have led to a goal being conceded (xGconceded).
A team’s goal differential (xGinflicted − xGconceded) can indicate how a team
should behave: a negative goal differential but a positive one could indicate that
a team has had little luck or has a below-average finishing ability [1].

xG can be refined to differentiate between a team’s abilities in different situ-
ations: open play, free kick, corner, etc. For example, a team that has conceded
more goals from free-kicks than its xG on free-kicks is probably below average
at defending these set-pieces. A team’s xGconceded is an indicator of its ability
to prevent goal-scoring opportunities. A team will have a lower than predicted
xGconceded if it protects itself from shots with a high probability of being scored.
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3 Handball data

3.1 Data acquisition

There are two types of dataset for team sports: spatio-temporal data and event
data.

The spatio-temporal data are the trajectories of the players or the ball ; they
provide location, direction and speed information for each of the entities [12].

Event data provides logs of player-related events (pass, shot, catch, goal-
keeper stop, etc.) or technical events (red card, start of time, stop of time, foul,
etc.) for a match. Each of these events can be associated with a distance, duration
or direction, and is time-stamped.

These two ways of looking at data require different technologies and technical
or financial resources. For example, Indoor Position System (IPS) sensors [33]
are inexpensive but not very accurate, while video [27,31,32] is accurate but
requires expensive processing.

3.2 Qatar 2015 data

The data analyzed here comes from 88 matches of the 2015 Handball World
Championship held in Qatar. These data were obtained by video analysis and
manual annotation of the events, the integrity of this trajectory capture system
have been measured in [4]. This dataset has been little studied [5,13,14].

These data combine spatio-temporal and event-based information: each player’s
trajectory at 10 Hz and details of match events such as passes, receptions, shots
and goals. For each match, a statistical summary table is available for each
player. This table communicates individual information, such as walking dis-
tance, running distance, shooting distance at 7m and 9m, as well as the player’s
role for each match.

3.3 Dataset enrichment

From this dataset, it is possible to pre-calculate various attributes providing
additional information on the state of play, such as the distance of the shot from
the goal, the angle of opening, etc. More complex attributes provide information
on the pressure exerted on the shooter. For example, Voronöı [2] regions are used
to determine the area a player can reach before all others (assuming all players
have the same speed). If individual speeds are taken into account, the dominant
region [36] or zone of influence [35] can be calculated. These tools are widely
used to analyze team sports such as football [18].

Each player has a dominant zone. The boundaries of these zones are delimited
by the bisectors between the players: the closer the neighbors, the smaller the
player’s zone. The area of the zone is ultimately indicative of the pressure exerted
on a player.

The Delaunay triangulation [8] of a discrete set P of points is the dual graph
of the Voronöı diagram associated with P . Each cell of the Voronöı diagram
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is associated with a vertex in the Delaunay triangulation. These vertices are
connected by an edge if the cells are adjacent. The number of edges connecting a
player to defenders is a relevant indicator of the pressure exerted on that player.

4 Method for calculating xG

4.1 Sample calculation

The first method for calculating the xG metric involves sampling the data to
determine the ratio between the number of goals scored and the number of shots
taken for each shooting position. Since shots are always taken from different
positions, the field is divided into a grid with cells of varying size, depending on
the precision required. The ratio between the number of goals scored and the
number of shots taken is then calculated for each grid cell. The ratio obtained
reflects the ground truth provided by the data. These values can be visualized
using a heat map. The advantage of this method is that only the shooter’s
position is required to determine this ground truth.

4.2 Model calculation

The second method for obtaining the xG metric is to design a model. A model
is a function that takes as input various arguments such as the angle of the goal
opening, the distance of the shot, etc., and gives as output the value of the xG.

For example, if we denote xG(d, θ) the function of arguments d the shooting
distance from the goal and θ the opening angle of the goal, we could define this
function as equal to 1

dθ . Indeed, this function has good properties because the
goal probability is inversely proportional to distance and opening angle. However,
the exact expression of this function is not known, not least because it depends
on many other arguments, such as the size of the shooter.

What’s more, each handball expert has his or her own unique personal ex-
perience and intuitions. It would be difficult to reach a consensus on the precise
definition of the expected goal.

Determining the right model and therefore the exact expression of the func-
tion is a task taken on by machine learning, based on ground truth. For the
remainder of this presentation, we have used seven of the most widely used learn-
ing algorithms: RandomForest [3], logistic regression [22], decision trees [19]
and gradient boosting [7,17]: xGBoost, CatBoost and ADABoost. We don’t
need to go into the technical details of how these algorithms work, but the es-
sential point is to understand that, from a series of matches between shooting
situations and the outcome of the shot, the algorithm calculates the most accu-
rate model that functionally relates a shot to its outcome.

The models under study operate in a supervised classification mode. Their
role is namely to classify shooting opportunities according to their outcome,
positive or negative. In practice, these models calculate the probability of shot
success and use an activation threshold to make the classification decision. The
performance of a model is evaluated by its recall, precision, F1-score and area
under the ROC curve [10].
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4.3 wrapper : Attribute selection approach

In order to determine the handball attributes needed to learn a good handball
model, a technique known as attribute selection is required. These techniques
can be very costly if they have to exhaustively test all potential attribute com-
binations: for n attributes, there are in fact 2n − 1 possible combinations. In
practice, we distinguish between the filter [11] and wrapper [20] approaches.
The filter approach examines the statistical characteristics of attributes, such as
correlation coefficients. The wrapper approach iteratively selects the attributes
that induce good performance of the learning algorithm employed (see Figure
1).

The wrapper approach thus performs a search in the space of attribute sub-
sets, guided by the performance of the model learning algorithm. The evaluation
criterion is simply the algorithm’s performance measure, which depends on the
calculated model. The wrapper approach enables finer selection than the filter
approach, but at the cost of a longer computation time.

Fig. 1. wrapper approach.

In the experiments in section 5, we’re not looking for the optimal attribute
configuration. We simply compare several emblematic families (see Table 1):

1. the first pos configuration considers only the shooter’s position ;
2. the second (pos+θ+d) adds the opening angle θ of the goal and the distance

to the goal d ;
3. event data contains position data plus information on match events (time

elapsed since previous shot, goal differential, scores, etc.).
4. spatial data focus on the geometric characteristics of the game situation

at the moment of shooting (goalkeeper position, shooter speed, number of
defenders, etc.) ;

5. combined data consider all attributes.

The attributes chosen come from the literature on different xG models for
football [16,39,25,15,9,6]. All these models use a base consisting of the shooter’s
position, the opening angle of the goal and the distance to the goal.

However, distance and angle are calculated from the shooter’s x and y posi-
tions. They are therefore a priori redundant with the shooter’s position. This is
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data pos pos+ θ + d event spatial combined

shooter’s (x, y) position × × × × ×
angle θ of goal opening × × × ×
distance from goal × × × ×
time elapsed since previous shot × ×
goal difference × ×
shooter’s team score × ×
opposing team’s score × ×
does the shooter’s team lead? × ×
ball possession time × ×
goalkeeper’s position(x, y) × ×
distance from goalkeeper to goal × ×
shooter’s speed × ×
game situation (counter-attack or placed attack) × ×
dominant region area × ×
number of connections in the Delaunay graph × ×
number of defenders × ×

Table 1. Attribute families for calculating xG.

why the model will be trained, on the one hand with the positions alone, and on
the other with the addition of distance and angle. This distinction will enable
us to decide whether the position is sufficient to calculate a good model.

For event data, the attributes are directly derived or calculated from the raw
data. The characterization of the game situation (placed attack or transition
game) is determined from the positions of the team’s players: after a change in
the team in possession of the ball, a transition situation is characterized by a
surplus of players, indicating the delay of one or more defenders.

For spatial data, the area of the shooter’s dominant Voronöı region and the
number of neighbors in the Delaunay graph are considered. This information is
thought to be indicative of the pressure exerted on the shooter.

5 Results

5.1 Sample calculation

On the Qatar 2015 data, shot density, goal density and xG are represented by
heat maps in Figure 2. Although this article asks which attribute families should
be considered for good xG learning, it seems relevant to visualize and analyze
ground truth.

Most shots are taken from the 6m and 9m lines. On the other hand, their
success seems to depend on the distance from the goal: the further away the
shooter is, the more the angle of his shot seems likely to face the goal. The
density suggests a shooting cone, with the wide base closest to the goal, and its
apex closer to midfield. We can assume that there is a correlation between the
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Fig. 2. Shot density (left), goal density (middle) and xG (right) in handball.

chance of success on goal and the angle and distance of the shooter. Due to the
atypical topography of a handball pitch, which prohibits players from entering
the 6m zone, we observe a higher success rate for shots in this area. Indeed, an
attacker can enter the zone for a brief moment while in the air, and thus be in
a duel with the goalkeeper, with no defender to get in the way.

5.2 wrapper approach

Table 2 shows performance (accuracy, precision, recall, etc.) for each attribute
family depending on model chosen. Learning times are in seconds for the refer-
ence attribute family (pos only), and in percentage relatively to the reference.

In our experiments, we found that the RandomForest algorithm performed
best. For RandomForest, the F1-score is between 0.75 and 0.78 – recall and
precision are almost identical – and the AUC varies between 0.71 and 0.75. This
is the sign of a high-performance model that predicts rather correctly whether
there is a goal in a given situation. The other models have an F1-score between
0.66 and 0.72, and an AUC between 0.63 and 0.67: RandomForest performs
much better than the others.

As attribute richness increases, the improvement in learning quality is not
very significant (F1-score of 0.75 for positions alone, 0.78 for all attributes). An
increase in learning time is observed between the simplest configuration (pos)
and the richest configuration (combined data).

We can also see that there is very little difference between event and spatial
attribute configurations. The extra cost involved in calculating spatial attributes,
such as those associated with the Delaunay graph, which requires the position
of all players, is not always justified. This is characteristic of handball, whereas
in soccer, the richness of attributes is important and the consideration of spatial
attributes is necessary.

6 Conclusion

Adapting the calculation of the xG metric to handball is a crucial step in analyz-
ing team performance in this sport. An wrapper approach was used to determine
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input model accuracy precision recall F1-score AUC learning time

pos

RandomForest 0.72 0.77 0.74 0.75 0.71 258s
Logistic Regression 0.64 0.64 0.69 0.66 0.63 16s

Decision Tree 0.67 0.75 0.69 0.72 0.66 2s
xGBoost 0.66 0.75 0.68 0.71 0.66 29s
CatBoost 0.65 0.71 0.68 0.70 0.65 106s
ADABoost 0.65 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.64 34s

pos+θ+d

RandomForest 0.73 0.78 0.74 0.76 0.72 +62%
Logistic Regression 0.63 0.64 0.69 0.66 0.63 +21%

Decision Tree 0.65 0.71 0.68 0.70 0.65 +28%
xGBoost 0.66 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.65 +33%
CatBoost 0.65 0.73 0.68 0.70 0.65 +60%
ADABoost 0.65 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.64 +70%

event
data

RandomForest 0.74 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.73 +75%
Logistic Regression 0.63 0.63 0.69 0.66 0.63 +1631%

Decision Tree 0.65 0.74 0.67 0.70 0.65 +700%
xGBoost 0.66 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.66 +177%
CatBoost 0.66 0.74 0.68 0.71 0.65 +54%
ADABoost 0.65 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.64 +70%

spatial
data

RandomForest 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.75 +84%
Logistic Regression 0.64 0.64 0.69 0.67 0.64 +768%

Decision Tree 0.65 0.73 0.67 0.70 0.65 +2000%
xGBoost 0.70 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.69 +134%
CatBoost 0.66 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.65 +148%
ADABoost 0.67 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.66 +114%

combined
data

RandomForest 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.75 +49%
Logistic Regression 0.64 0.64 0.69 0.67 0.64 +2406%

Decision Tree 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.64 +4450%
xGBoost 0.68 0.73 0.70 0.72 0.67 +144%
CatBoost 0.67 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.66 +102%
ADABoost 0.66 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.65 +238%

Table 2. Models performances on different attribute families.
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the relevant attributes for learning xG. In soccer, the position of the shooter,
the distance to the goal and the position of the defenders are relevant. How-
ever, adapting the soccer models for handball, which include a large number of
attributes, did not significantly improve model accuracy.

The way in which the calculation of the xG metric is adjusted is influenced
by the availability of data, as well as by the cost that the team is willing to
incur to collect this data. In handball, our experiments have shown that it is not
mandatory to invest huge resources in data collection, and that only the shooting
positions could be sufficient. This is a significant advance in the analysis of player
and team handball performance, which could have practical applications in the
field of training and strategy.
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